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Hawks vow to get more physical vs. Bulls' Rose 

By Vaughn McClure 

Tribune Reporter 

12:34 PM CDT, May 7, 2011 

ATLANTA -- Hawks coach Larry Drew promised Saturday to 
make some adjustments in terms of defending Derrick Rose 
after the MVP scored a career-high 44 points in Friday's 99-82 
Game 4 win. 
 
Part of those adjustments no doubt will include more physical 
play against Rose. 
 
Drew checked out the stat sheet during halftime and saw only 
one foul from his starters, assessed to point guard Jeff Teague. 
 
In other words, Rose won't go untouched come Sunday night. 
 
"Without a doubt,'' Drew said when asked if his team needed to 
be more physical with Rose. ``From a physical standpoint, 
absolutely. 
 
"You're not going to win many games if you don't play physical and give fouls. And I'm not saying hurt people 
or anything like that. But you've got to give physical fouls. This is the playoffs. And I think if you look a series 
all over the league, you see that everybody else is being physical. Last night, we played with no physicality.'' 
 
Rose walked to the basket with ease more often than not Friday while hitting 16 of 27 baskets. 
 
"The problem I had last night with his 44 points wasn't that he scored 44, but how he got them,'' Drew said. 
``And I told our guys a guy who shots the ball as much as he does ... there's a chance that his numbers are 
going to be pretty good. But it's important for us to look at where he's getting the scores from. 
 
  
"If we're allowing him to just constantly get into the paint and scored the basketball (with) uncontested shots ... 
my first timeout after 49 seconds, when he went coast to coast by four our guys and shot an uncontested layup, 
that's what I had a problem with.'' 
 
Rose went to the foul line nine times and made eight free throws. He didn't go to the free throw once in Game 1 
despite shooting 27 times. 
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